∆ 9 -tetrahydrocannabinol (∆ 9 -THC), the main active ingredient of Cannabis sativa 21 (marijuana), interacts with the human brain cannabinoid (CB1) receptor and mimics 22 pharmacological effects of endocannabinoids (eCBs) N-arachidonylethanolamide (AEA) and 2-23 arachidonoylglycerol (2-AG). Given recent intriguing findings that some allosteric modulators 24 can enhance selectively the AEA-activated CB1 receptor, it is imperative to determine the 25 structure of the AEA-bound CB1 receptor. However, due to its highly flexible nature of AEA, 26 establishing its binding mode to the CB1 receptor is elusive. The aim of the present study was to 27 explore many possible binding conformations of AEA within the binding pocket of the CB1 28 receptor that is confirmed in the recently available X-ray crystal structures of the agonist-bound 29 CB1 receptors and predict essential AEA binding domains. We performed long time molecular 30 dynamics stimulations of plausible AEA docking poses until its receptor binding interactions 31 became optimally established. Our simulation results revealed that AEA favors to bind to the 32 hydrophobic channel of the CB1 receptor, suggesting that the hydrophobic channel holds 33 essential significance in AEA binding to the CB1 receptor. Our results also suggest that the 34 H2/H3 region of the CB1 receptor is an AEA binding subsite privileged possibly over the H7 35 region. The results of the present study contribute to identifying the (hidden) allosteric site(s) of 36 the CB1 receptor in our immediate future study.
Introduction

43
∆ 9 -tetrahydrocannabinol (∆ 9 -THC), the main active ingredient of Cannabis sativa 44 (marijuana), interacts with the brain cannabinoid (CB1) receptor and elicits a wide range of 74 The structure of AEA consists of three moieties, including the polar head moiety, the polyene 75 linker moiety, and the hydrophobic tail moiety.
77
Our initial motivation of the present study was due to some intriguing results from recent 78 studies demonstrating that the CB1 allosteric modulators (AMs) such as lipoxin A 4 and ZCZ011 79 enhance selectively the AEA-activated CB1 receptors [18, 19, 20] . As the first step toward 80 understanding how CB1 AMs allosterically enhance AEA-activated CB1 receptors, we felt 81 imperative to determine the binding conformations of AEA responsible for CB1 receptor 82 activation. In the present study, by using a combination of molecular docking and molecular 83 simulations approaches, we explored many possible binding conformations of AEA within the 84 binding pocket of the CB1 receptor and identified essential AEA binding domains. Our results 85 indicate that the hydrophobic channel interactions are crucial for AEA binding to the CB1 86 receptor. Our results also suggest that the H2/H3 region of the CB1 receptor is an AEA binding 87 subsite privileged possibly over the H7 region. Determination of the AEA binding model 93 A low-energy ligand structure of AEA was obtained by performing the conformational 94 analysis by using the MMFF molecular mechanics force field [21] implemented in the 95 SPARTAN computational modeling package (Spartan'16, Wavefunction, Inc.) . Initial docking 96 poses of AEA were generated by using AutoDock4 [22] . For the receptor template, the CB1 97 receptor in the CB1-Gi complex model [23] refined according to the X-ray crystal structure of 98 the AM11542-bound CB1 receptor [6] was used. The validity of the CB1 receptor model was 99 partly confirmed by the overlay of the classical cannabinoid HU210 bound to the CB1 receptor 100 in the refined CB1-Gi complex model to AM11542 in the X-ray crystal structure of the 101 AM11542-bound CB1 receptor [6] , which shows almost identical positions (see Molecular dynamics simulations of the CB1-G assembly 136 Each of the eight selected AEA docking poses inserted into the binding pocket of the 137 CB1 receptor in the CB1-Gi complex model in a fully hydrated 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-138 3-phosphocholine (POPC) lipid bilayer was subjected to energy minimization (5,000 iterations). of the polar head moiety of AEA bound to the above fitted CB1 receptor were calculated with 171 respect to the initial coordinates after fitting to the heavy atoms of its head moiety (Fig 1) .
172
Similarly, the RMSD values of the hydrophobic tail moiety of AEA bound to the above fitted 173 CB1 receptor are calculated with respect to the initial coordinates after fitting to the heavy atoms 174 of the hydrophobic tail moiety (Fig 1) . (Table 1) . In docking pose4, the head 202 moiety of AEA occupied the deep hydrophobic channel and the tail moiety bound the H2/H3 203 region ( Fig 2B) . Thus, docking pose4 was assigned to be 2d_H2/H3 ("2d" denotes that the head 204 moiety binds the deep hydrophobic channel and "H2/H3" denotes the H2/H3 region where the 205 tail moiety binds). In docking pose5, the head moiety occupied the deep hydrophobic channel 206 and the tail moiety bound the H7 region. Thus, docking pose5 was assigned to be 2d_H7. In 207 docking pose6, the head moiety occupies the hydrophobic channel and the tail moiety points 208 toward the middle of the binding core toward the EC region (i.e., the pocket outer core). Thus, 209 docking pose6 was assigned to be 2_OC ("2" denotes Group 2 and "OC" denotes the outer core 210 region). 214 a The tail moiety points toward the middle of the binding core toward the EC region (i.e., the pocket outer 215 core).
b
The head moiety points toward deep inside the binding core toward the IC region (i.e., the pocket inner 217 core).
219
For the two selected docking poses (named docking pose7 and docking pose8) that 220 belong to AEA binding pose Group 3, the hydrophobic channel or the hydrophobic channel was 221 commonly left unoccupied ( Fig 2C) . In docking pose7, the tail moiety bound the H2/H3 region 222 and the head moiety points toward deep inside the binding core toward the IC region (i.e., the 223 pocket inner core). Thus, docking pose7 was assigned to be 3_IC_H2/H3 ("3" denotes Group 3,
224
"IC" denotes the outer core region where the head moiety binds, and "H2/H3" denotes the 225 H2/H3 region where the tail moiety binds). In docking pose8, the head moiety bound the H7 226 region and the tail moiety binds the pocket inner core. Thus, docking pose8 was assigned to be 227 3_H7_IC ("3" denotes Group 3, "H7" denotes the H7 region where the head moiety binds, and 228 "IC" denotes the inner core region where the tail moiety binds). Table 1 . (Table 1) . This can be also seen in the RMSD plots of these 270 docking poses (Fig 3) . (Table 1 and Fig 6A) . The hydrophobic tail moiety is well 306 aligned with the DMH chain of AM11542 and CP55940 and the head moiety binds the H7 307 region. It is interesting to see that not only the terminal five carbons (C16-C20) but also the (Table 1 and Fig 6B) . The tail moiety occupies the hydrophobic channel just as in the alkyl chain of AM11542 [6] and CP55940 [7], mutation of these hydrophobic pocket residues 366 would also alter AEA binding affinity.
367
It is surprising to see in the present study that the polar head moiety of AEA is also able 368 to stably occupy the hydrophobic channel (as in the equilibrated pose 2d_H2/H3) ( Fig 6C) . It 369 appears that the stabilization of the polar head moiety through H-bonding is required for its 370 binding to the deep hydrophobic channel.
372
Which binding region is a privileged subsite? 373 It is shown from the present study that regardless of whether the hydrophobic pocket was 374 occupied or empty in the initial docking poses, the hydrophobic channel become preferentially 375 occupied in all of the eight equilibrated poses in simulation. Therefore, it is likely that if the one 376 end moiety (either the head moiety or the tail moiety) of AEA establishes its binding interaction 377 with the hydrophobic channel as the primary binding contact, then the other end moiety of AEA 378 establishes its binding to either the H2/H3 region or the H7 region before the linker moiety 379 forced to be conformationally much restricted to complete AEA binding to the receptor.
380
The recently determined X-ray crystal structure of the classical cannabinoid agonist , supports the idea that the H2/H3 region is important for cannabinoid binding.
387
Alanine mutations of the H2/H3 residues Phe174, Phe177, Asp184, Phe189, Lys192 and Leu193 19 388 resulted in significant decreases in binding affinity of CP55940 [8, 36, 38, 39] , also underscoring 389 the importance of the H2/H3 region in cannabinoid binding. that AEA interactions with the H2/H3 region is more important than with the H7 region.
404
Which AEA binding pose is the best candidate for the bioactive 405 conformation? 406 If we assume that all of the equilibrated poses 1_H7, 1_H2/H3 and 2d_H2/H3 as 407 potential candidates for the bioactive conformation, the measured binding affinity of AEA to the 408 CB1 receptor would be the results of the binding of these poses in equilibrium. If the equilibrated 409 poses 1_H7 and 2d_H2/H3 are weaker binding modes than the equilibrated pose 1_H2/H3, as 410 predicted by the estimated the CB1-AEA binding interaction (Table in S1 Table) , some ligand 20 411 binding exerted by the equilibrated poses 1_H7 and 2d_H2/H3 may still be present but would be 412 weaker than ligand binding exerted by the equilibrated pose 1_H2/H3. In this regard, an increase 413 in CB1 affinity by substituting the 2-hydroxyethyl group of AEA with a cyclopropyl ring or a 414 halogen [41-43] is intriguing. It is possible that such a hydrophobic substitution for the polar 415 head moiety of AEA would make the equilibrated pose 2d_H2/H3 a more favorable binding 416 mode, contributing to an increase in AEA binding affinity overall.
417
Compared with the equilibrated pose 2d_H2/H3, the equilibrated pose 1_H2/H3 exhibits 418 extensive binding interactions with the H2/H3 region under E1 ( Fig 7B) , including an H-bond to 419 Asp184 (Figure in S4 Fig) . On the other hand, the binding interactions with the hydrophobic 420 channel in the equilibrated pose 1_H2/H3 presumably less extensive than the binding 421 interactions with the deep hydrophobic channel in the equilibrated pose 2d_H2/H3 (Fig 7C) .
422
Therefore, it is expected that the overall binding interactions in the equilibrated poses 1_H2/H3 423 and 2d_H2/H3 would be quite competitive. However, the estimated the CB1-AEA binding 424 interaction energy values predict that the equilibrated pose 1_H2/H3 binds the receptor much 425 stronger (~ 10 kcal/mol) than the equilibrated pose 2d_H2/H3 (Table in S1 Table) , suggesting 426 that in the equilibrated pose 2d_H2/H3 the binding interactions of the polar head moiety with the 427 deep hydrophobic channel is not advantageous for compensating for the limited binding with the deep hydrophobic channel is not favored ( Fig 3A) . Moreover, the equilibrated pose 431 2d_H2/H3 would not be a plausible binding mode in physiological environments, because the 432 polar head moiety of AEA would not easily reach the hydrophobic channel located deep inside 21 433 the binding pocket. Overall, it is less likely that the equilibrated pose 2d_H2/H3 is an ideal 434 candidate for the bioactive conformation of AEA.
435
On the other hand, the equilibrated pose 1_H2/H3 could be a better candidate for the 436 bioactive conformation than the equilibrated pose 1_H7, in consideration of the recent X-ray 437 crystal structures of the CB1 receptor [6, 7] and the available mutational studies suggesting the 438 H2/H3 region of the CB1 receptor offers a binding subsite privileged over the H7 region.
439
Overall, the equilibrated pose 1_H2/H3 could be the best candidate for the bioactive (Figure in S5 Fig) .
444
The chance of the bioactive conformation being present in AEA is much lower than in 445 AM11542 and CP55940, simply because AEA is structurally far more flexible than AM11542 446 and CP55940. It is difficult for the highly flexible AEA to be locked into the active conformation 447 required for best fitting to the binding pocket. Both the varying polar head moiety and the 448 varying hydrophobic tail of AEA would interfere significantly from achieving the bioactive 449 conformation. Overall, AEA is expected to achieve the active conformation much more difficult 450 than AM11542 and CP55940, possibly contributing to its known partial agonistic activity [1] . AEA was significantly reduced owing to the binding preference of AEA to the hydrophobic 459 channel, we were able to predict essential AEA binding domains of the CB1 receptor. Although 460 the present study is rather limited in exploring all the available binding conformations allowed 461 for the extremely flexible AEA, our results suggest that CB1 receptor interactions of the H2/H3 462 region as well as the hydrophobic channel are important for AEA binding. 
